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Abstract
Almost all cortical areas are connected to the subcortical basal ganglia (BG) through parallel recurrent inhibitory and
excitatory loops, exerting volitional control over automatic behavior. As this model is largely based on non-human primate
research, we used high resolution functional MRI and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to investigate the functional and
structural organization of the human (pre)frontal cortico-basal network controlling eye movements. Participants performed
saccades in darkness, pro- and antisaccades and observed stimuli during fixation. We observed several bilateral functional
subdivisions along the precentral sulcus around the human frontal eye fields (FEF): a medial and lateral zone activating for
saccades in darkness, a more fronto-medial zone preferentially active for ipsilateral antisaccades, and a large anterior strip
along the precentral sulcus activating for visual stimulus presentation during fixation. The supplementary eye fields (SEF)
were identified along the medial wall containing all aforementioned functions. In the striatum, the BG area receiving almost
all cortical input, all saccade related activation was observed in the putamen, previously considered a skeletomotor striatal
subdivision. Activation elicited by the cue instructing pro or antisaccade trials was clearest in the medial FEF and right
putamen. DTI fiber tracking revealed that the subdivisions of the human FEF complex are mainly connected to the
putamen, in agreement with the fMRI findings. The present findings demonstrate that the human FEF has functional
subdivisions somewhat comparable to non-human primates. However, the connections to and activation in the human
striatum preferentially involve the putamen, not the caudate nucleus as is reported for monkeys. This could imply that
fronto-striatal projections for the oculomotor system are fundamentally different between humans and monkeys.
Alternatively, there could be a bias in published reports of monkey studies favoring the caudate nucleus over the putamen
in the search for oculomotor functions.
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Introduction
In primates, parallel excitatory and inhibitory recurrent loops
from cortical motor areas through the basal ganglia (BG) are
assumed to modulate cortical activity and preset the motor system
for either volitional or automatic behavior [1]. This control system
is often investigated using the antisaccade task [2], requiring
simultaneous suppression of an automatic eye movement and
execution of a volitional eye movement.
Most knowledge regarding oculomotor control arises from
single cell recordings in non-human primates. The cortical frontal
and supplementary eye fields (FEF, SEF) contain visual and
saccade related neurons [3]. FEF saccade neurons activate for
saccades directed contralaterally [4]. The FEF sends eye
movement signals directly to the ipsilateral superior colliculus
(SC) in the midbrain [5]. The SC provides access to the brainstem
oculomotor nuclei driving the extraocular eye muscles [6]. The
FEF and SC also contain so called ‘preparatory set’ neurons
signaling task instruction even before a saccade target appears [7].
Besides projecting to the SC directly, the FEF is also connected to
the SC through the striatum in the basal ganglia in several ways
[8]. These pathways can inhibit or excite the SC, thus resolving
conflicting situations. Oculomotor activation is usually observed in
the monkey striatal subdivision caudate nucleus, where lateraliza-
tion with respect to saccade direction is less clear [1]. Within the
striatum the caudate nucleus is therefore referred to as
‘oculomotor striatum’ [1], as opposed to the putamen being the
‘skeletomotor striatum’ [9].
The above animal model is often used to explain and diagnose
behavioral symptoms for brain pathologies affecting the basal
ganglia. Although recent evidence from functional imaging points
to the existence of similar networks in humans, a direct
comparison with animal models is difficult due to poor spatial
resolution and lack of structural connectivity data in human
studies. In many conventional human neuroimaging studies the
FEF is observed somewhere along a large strip coinciding along
the precentral sulcus and premotor cortex [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16]. Its precise location, however, varies substantially
over studies due to different behavioral paradigms, acquisition
techniques and analysis (mainly normalization approaches to a
common stereotactic atlas space differ, if attempted at all). For
example, using visually guided saccade tasks and fMRI, activation
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Furthermore, the location of this visually guided saccade activation
was found to co-vary consistently with the junction of the
precentral sulcus and the superior frontal sulcus [12], [16].
However, during saccades executed in darkness using PET,
activation was found along a clearly more lateral and inferior
section of the precentral sulcus/premotor cortex [17]. There are
numerous other studies defining the FEF in different ways. For
example, using self-paced visually guided saccades and delayed pro
and anti saccades, two foci of activation were observed along the
superior precentral sulcus and more laterally in the premotor
cortex/inferior precentral sulcus [18], [19]. In a study investigat-
ing memory guided saccades [13] activation was also observed in
two similar foci, contralateralized with respect to saccade
direction, as in monkeys. The same study observed largely
overlapping contralateralized topographic maps for both memo-
rized items without any saccades in the same two areas along the
precentral sulcus. One focus was located at the junction of the
precentral and superior frontal sulci as known to activate for
visually guided saccades [12], and one more lateral along the
inferior precentral sulcus. Interestingly, larger ‘preparatory set’
related activation following anti as compared to pro saccade task
cues, but preceding the saccades themselves, has been observed in
the superior section of the human precentral sulcus [20], [21] The
reverse pattern as was observed for the monkey FEF [7].
Furthermore, using standard imaging resolution and visually
guided saccades, antisaccades or saccades in darkness several
human studies report oculomotor activation mainly in the
putamen [22], [23], [17], [24], [25] that together with the caudate
nucleus forms the striatum in the basal ganglia. However,
oculomotor functions are generally reported for neurons in the
caudate nucleus for monkeys. This discrepancy with the macaque
animal model where the caudate nucleus is considered the
oculomotor striatum warrants further investigation of the human
striatum with different tasks on the same set of subjects.
Furthermore, in contrast to monkey studies, ‘preparatory set’
signals have never been observed for the human striatum, but only
for the human FEF [20], [21]. The human caudate nucleus, as in
monkeys, seems sensitive to saccade control signals [26], but this
seems related to a change in rather than an absolute level of
‘preparatory set’. As the FEF is supposedly connected to the
striatum, it is worthwhile to search for preparatory set signals in
the human striatum as well. Finally, how the striatum and
supposed oculomotor subdivisions of the precentral sulcus are
structurally interconnected is largely unknown so far. The fact that
a number of human fMRI studies observed clear activation for
saccade paradigms in the putamen casts fist doubt on the
assumption that the human fronto-basal circuitery underlying
eye movements is comparable to the oculomotor network as
reported for monkeys.
Summarized, there is a clear need to measure precentral and
striatal oculomotor activation maps with a set of behavioral tasks
specifically aiming at a oculomotor and visual functions in the
same individual subjects. Based on the discrepancies between the
reported locations of the human FEF in studies using different
behavioral paradigms we hypothesize that functional subdivisions
of oculomotor function exist along the precentral sulcus. Also, the
visual activation along the anterior precentral sulcus evoked by
saccade stimuli alone, as is reported for monkeys [3], is not clear
for humans. Furthermore, the pattern of structural connectivity
between the frontal oculomotor structures and the striatum needs
to be investigated to confirm the picture arising from the activation
maps in these areas. To carefully map the fronto-basal network
supporting human oculomotor function we investigated the FEF,
SEF, striatum and midbrain in detail using 3T fMRI at a high
resolution. Oculomotor functions were probed by saccades in
darkness, visual sensory function by observing stimuli while
maintaining fixation and volitional functions by comparing anti
with prosaccades. Using DTI we investigated how the FEF and
SEF functional subdivisions are connected to the striatum.
Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirteen healthy volunteers aged 20–35 participated in this
study (7 male, 6 female). Written informed consent was obtained,
and the procedures were approved by the Medical Ethical
Committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht. Participants
had no history of psychiatric or neurological disorders, and had
normal or corrected to normal vision.
Behavioral paradigms
Participants performed three tasks during fMRI scanning. The
stimulus displays for the first two tasks were always pro- and
antisaccade stimuli with two possible amplitudes (large and small),
where the color of the central cue indicated whether to make a
pro- or antisaccade. The rate of trial presentation and the
instruction for the participants differed between task 1 and 2. For
the stimulus displays used see figure 1. Stimuli were presented on a
black background. Stimuli were projected on a 161m
2 screen
hanging down from the ceiling, at about the level of the
participant’s feet. Subjects viewed the stimuli through a mirror
mounted on the MR head coil. The effective viewing distance was
2m .
Task 1 is designed as an event-related task and designed to
detect activation induced when inhibiting an automatic eye
movement and performing an instructed eye movement instead.
Participants performed pro and antisaccades at a slow pace. In
event related fMRI designs, one has to allow several seconds
between events of interest for which one wants to separate and
contrast activation [27]. This is due to the slow nature of the
hemodynamic response that takes more than 10 seconds to return
to baseline. In this study allowing sufficient time between events is
important because we want to compare anti with prosaccade
activation, antisaccade cues with prosaccade cues as well as
account for variance in the signal induced by saccades back to the
center. The task (trial 1) started at the beginning of the first fMRI
volume by using a TTL trigger from the scanner. A trial started
with a white fixation dot in the center (circle with 1 degree of visual
angle). After three seconds this dot changed its color from white to
red or blue, indicating whether a pro- or antisaccade had to be
made as soon as a peripheral target appears. 3 seconds after the
colored cue, the peripheral target (white circle with 1 degree of
visual angle) appeared at 3.8 or 14.8 degrees of visual angle to the
left or right, and the fixation dot disappeared. The two different
amplitudes were chosen to prevent high predictability of saccade
metrics and thus overlearning of saccade responses. In prosaccade
trials, participants had to perform a saccade towards this target as
soon as possible, and maintain fixation at this target for as long as
it is visible. In antisaccade trials participants had to make a saccade
to the empty location on the screen opposite to the location the
peripheral target appeared. Whether the red/blue cues indicated a
pro- or antisaccade was counterbalanced over participants. After
6 seconds the peripheral target disappeared and the central white
fixation dot reappeared, indicating a saccade back to the center
had to be made. After this a new trial starts. No rest period was
included (the task ran non stop during each run). The time
between subsequent saccades was on average about 6 seconds (see
fMRI and DTI of the Human Oculomotor System
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target, task cue and peripheral target are averages as a random
time shift between +/2500 ms was added (‘jittering’) to each event
to prevent predictability. This task was performed in three runs of
8 minutes each. Between runs the scanning and stimuli were
halted and a brief pause was interleaved to allow the participants
to briefly relax. Eye movements were not monitored as we know
from previous studies using this or very similar tasks [10], [28] that
Figure 1. Outline of behavioral paradigms. A). The stimulus panels used in pro- and antisaccade trials. Panels drawn on the background in this
figure are presented first. Instructed eye position as a reaction to each stimulus is indicated in the panels. In reality the targets were presented on a
black background. B). Timelines with important events for all 3 tasks. For task 1 and 2, the solid black lines indicate the location of the eye movement
target/fixation dot, and the gray solid lines indicate eye position. Colored circles indicate pro and antisaccade cues, and the black cross in the scheme
for task 2 indicates a fixation epoch. For further details see the methods section.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029517.g001
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fixation trials (mainly due to the long time in between events).
Subjects could briefly practice the task before scanning started,
which is known to reduce the number of erroneous prosaccades
to a small percentage, even in more difficult anti saccade
paradigms [29].
Task 2 is designed to detect activation due to visual target
presentation, but not saccade execution. The stimulus panels were
identical to task 1, but participants were instructed to keep fixating
the center of the screen throughout the run, no saccades were
allowed. Furthermore, presentation rate was much faster: the
fixation target and task cue were each visible for 500 ms, the
peripheral target for 1 second. Also, stimulus presentation lasted
20 seconds after which participants had to fixate a white cross at
the center of the screen (size 161 degree of visual angle and line
thickness 0.1 degree of visual angle) for 20 seconds, constituting a
rest epoch. This cycle was repeated 12 times, resulting in a
scanning run of 8 minutes. Note that due to this difference in
presentation rate the BOLD activation magnitudes will differ
between tasks. Therefore, activation magnitude was never
contrasted directly between tasks, but rather the differences in
the location of task related activations are compared qualitatively
(see data analysis). Different presentation rates were chosen as the
main aim of this study is the qualitative comparison of functional
zones within the FEF and other oculomotor areas in the human
brain. Completely event related designs for all 3 tasks would have
prolonged scanning time to over two hours, leading to serious
fatigue for participants and hence unreliable performance.
Task 3 was designed to detect activation related to the execution
of saccades. Participants were blindfolded such that the blindfold
did not touch the eyelids. Subjects had to keep their eyes open as
during normal viewing. During the first 20 seconds participants
were asked to make self paced horizontal saccades from left to
right at a rate of about one saccade/s. After that participants were
asked to make vertical saccades at the same rate, from top to
bottom. For the following 20 seconds participants were asked to
keep fixating straight ahead with their eyes open, which served as
the ‘rest’ period that activation during saccade blocks will be
contrasted with (see data analysis). This cycle was repeated for
15 minutes. The task was indicated by an assistant touching the
participants left foot, right foot or both, indicating horizontal
saccade blocks, vertical saccade blocks or fixation.
MR acquisition
All volunteers were scanned in a Philips Achieva 3T scanner
equipped with a 8 channel head coil allowing parallel imaging,
while performing the three tasks described above. During task
performance a high-resolution coronal gradient echo 2D-EPI
fMRI sequence was used with a field of view covering the FEF,
SEF, basal ganglia and midbrain (see figure 2). Acquisition
parameters: GRE EPI, TR=2100 ms, TE=30 ms, flip an-
gle=78u, 12861 28 matrix, 262m m
2 in-plane resolution, 30
coronal slices, phase encoding direction left-right, slice thickness
2 mm, FOV=256*256*60 mm, SENSE factor R=2. After each
fMRI session a ‘whole brain EPI scan’ was recorded with the same
parameters and in the exact same angulation as the 2D-EPI used
during the tasks, but with 90 slices and hence a TR of 5461 ms
such that it covered the entire brain. This scan was used for
registration and normalization purposes of the fMRI data (see data
analysis) for which the scan used during task performance was
lacking coverage. Two DTI scans covering the entire brain were
subsequently acquired: single shot EPI-DTI scan consisting of 30
diffusion-weighted scans (b=1000 s/mm
2) with non-colinear
gradient directions and one average of five diffusion unweighted
scans (b=0 s/mm
2), TR=7035, TE=68 ms, matrix 1286128,
1.87561.875 mm
2 in-plane resolution, 75 axial slices, phase
encoding direction PA (AP 2
nd scan), slice thickness 2 mm, no slice
gap, FOV 24062406150 mm
3, SENSE factor 3, EPI factor 35, no
cardiac gating. DTI was measured twice with phase encoding
directionreversedthesecondtimeinorder to correct for susceptibility
induced spatial distortions known to occur in such images (Andersson
et al., 2003). Finally, a high resolution T1 weighted structural scan
covering the whole brain was acquired : TR=9.87 ms, TE=4.6 ms,
flip angle 8u,F O V2 2 4 62246160 mm
3, matrix 2566256, in-plane
resolution 0.87560.875 mm
2, 200 axial slices, slice thickness 1 mm,
no slice gap. This scan was used to register with the DTI data and
normalize it to MNI space (see data analysis).
Cardiac signals were measured at 500 Hz with ECG electrodes
and respiration with a belt wrapped around the waste. The
electrocardiogram (ECG) and respiratory belt equipment built into
the Philips Achieva scanner was used. This was done in order to
remove of cardiac and respiratory pulsatility contaminating
BOLD fMRI time series (see data analysis for details).
Data analysis
fMRI. fMRI data analysis was done using SPM5 (http://
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5) and matlab scripts
developed in-house. Spatial preprocessing of the data and
subsequent statistical modeling of fMRI time series analysis is
described in detail below.
First, the raw fMRI data was spatially preprocessed. Images
were realigned to correct for head motion in the scanner, using
rigid body transformations, and a mean image was created. Next,
the data were temporally interpolated per slice to correct for the
individual timing differences in slice acquisition, such that the
signal of each slice was interpolated to the time of acquisition of
the middle slice. The ‘whole brain EPI scan’ was coregistered to
Figure 2. Field of view (FOV). The field of view used for fMRI
acquisition during task performance, indicated as a blue translucent
square overlaid on a sagittal slice through the anatomical scan of one of
the participants. Care was taken that the striatum, midbrain, FEF and
SEF were in the field of view. In between functional runs, the angulation
was checked regularly and adjusted if required.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029517.g002
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quently segmented using ‘unified segmentation’ [30]. Using the
normalization parameters resulting from ‘unified segmentation’,
the fMRI images were normalized to MNI template space. The
latter procedure was chosen because rigid body coregistration of
the fMRI time series images to the ‘whole brain EPI scan’ is close
to perfect, due to the fact that the whole brain EPI scan has the
exact same spatial distortions as the fMRI images acquired
during task performance (angulation was kept identical, see ‘MR
acquisition’).
Such distortions are known to occur in EPI imaging, especially
for large acquisition matrices (ie, high resolution) as used here.
Normalization includes non-linear local transformations and is thus
well able to correct for these spatial distortions when transforming
the fMRI images to MNI space. Coregistration of the fMRI images
to a T1 weighted anatomical scan and then normalization of the T1
scan and fMRI images to MNI space, as is the common procedure,
is difficult here due to the spatial deformations in the fMRI images.
Finally the fMRI images were spatially smoothed with a gaussian
kernel with a FWHM of 4 mm.
The preprocessed time series data for all tasks was subjected to a
General Linear Model (GLM) analysis per participant (1
st level
analysis).
Task 1. Data from task 1 was statistically modeled in a rapid
event-related manner [27]. Two different GLM models were
constructed. In the first model, 12 event types were defined and
included to construct event related regressors; 8 events for the
peripheral target presentation for leftward and rightward, small
and large pro and antisaccades, and 4 event types representing
target steps back to the center for leftward and rightward large and
small target amplitudes (no difference was made between pro- and
antisaccade trials for saccades back to the center). The events for
target steps back to the center were only included to serve as
‘nuisance regressors’ that can regress out the hemodynamic re-
sponses (HRs) caused by saccades back to the center. Twelve
functions of time (event-functions) representing each of these
events were constructed using Dirac delta functions. These func-
tions were convolved with the canonical HR function (HRF) as
implemented in SPM5 (two gamma functions) and used as re-
gressors in the GLM analysis. Three contrasts between conditions
were computed for this analysis: between anti and prosaccades,
and between leftward and rightward pro and antisaccades
separately.
To test for task cue activation (the red or blue circle indicating
that anti or prosaccades will have to be made), a 2
nd GLM model
was constructed. In this model, 14 event types were defined and
included to construct event related regressors; 2 events for the
central cue indicating anti and prosaccades, and the same 12
events for the first GLM model described above. Otherwise the
model was constructed similarly as the first GLM model. The
contrast comparing anti with pro cues is computed.
Task 2. The preprocessed data from task 2 (visual stimulation
during fixation) was modeled using a GLM with two task
regressors. For the first regressor, a box-car function (with value
1 for 20 s during the saccade task and 0 during 20 s fixation
epoch) was convolved with the default canonical hemodynamic
response function from SPM5. The second regressor is a constant
modeling baseline. A contrast testing the regression coefficient of
the task regressor against zero was calculated (i.e. testing for higher
activation during the stimulation blocks as compared to rest).
Task 3. The data from task 3 (saccades in darkness) was
modeled with 2 HRF convolved box-car task regressors, for vertical
and horizontal saccade blocks separately, and a constant regressor.
Thecontrasttestingthesumofverticalandhorizontalsaccadeblock
regression coefficients against zero was computed, effectively testing
which voxels exhibit significant activation during both saccade
blocks as compared to the rest period (active fixation).
Finally, to all four 1
st level GLM models described above 20
‘nuisance regressors’ were added to model cardiac and respiratory
pulsatility, according to the RETROICOR method used with 5
th
order fourier expansions [31]. The algorithm from Glover et al
(2000) [31] was implemented in matlab functions developed in-
house. The ECG and respiratory belt signals described in the
previous section and acquired for all functional MRI runs were
used for these purposes. Physiological non-neuronal rhythms are
known to be massively present in BOLD data, especially in
midbrain and basal ganglia areas due to, among others, the
arterial circle of Willis vasculature. Modeling such rhythms as
covariates using RETROICOR will increase sensitivity to
neuronal activation of interest. Temporal autocorrelation in the
fMRI data was modeled using autoregressive (AR) modeling of the
first order by pre-whitening the GLM equation. Data was also
high-pass filtered during pre-whitening with a cutoff cycle length
of 128 s. Whitening hyperparameters were estimated per voxel
during a first-pass GLM estimation. The latter is a common
procedure in SPM5 and well described in part 3 of Statistical
Parametrical Mapping [32].
All contrast images were subjected to a 2
nd level random effects
one sampled t-test, testing for each contrast which voxels were
significant on the group level. Connected clusters were considered
to be significantly different from 0 when significant at p,0.05 on a
cluster level, whole brain corrected. As a cluster defining threshold
p,0.001 uncorrected was used, and a minimal extent threshold
was determined with this cluster defining threshold using a Monte-
Carlo simulation. As this extent threshold depends on residual
variance, it differs slightly between tasks and is mentioned in
table 1. Interesting activations at trend level (below this extent
threshold, but with p.0.1 corrected) were sometimes included as
well but clearly described as such.
PSTH timecourses. For a selection of activation clusters
(regions of interest or ROIs) at the group level observed for the
tasks described above, the Peri-Stimulus Time Histogram (PSTH)
will be calculated as the activation time course per condition, for
the saccade types from the event related task (task 1). This can be
thought of as averaged event-related responses corrected for
overlap of subsequent overlapping events, which is sometimes
referred to as ‘selective averaging’. In order to determine a PSTH,
a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) model was applied to the onset of
each target stimulus and was fitted to the time series data of each
voxel, and as such one can compute BOLD timeseries without
assuming any predetermined shape of the hemodynamic response
[33]. The regression coefficients of a FIR model constitute the
PSTH and reflect the averaged BOLD signal for a series of time
points, here aligned at target stimulus onset. As saccade latencies
are typically less than 300 ms and typical BOLD responses last
about 10 seconds, PSTH alignment would have been largely
identical when modeled at saccade onset. PSTHs for left- or
rightward pro or anti saccades were computed separately (FIR
window length 12 s and bin size 0.500). Data for large and small
saccades is pooled. To remove low frequency signal drifts, high
pass filtering was performed alongside with the FIR modeling
using a 128 s cut off frequency. The PSTHs were created with in-
house matlab scripts, making use of matlab functions available in
the SPM5. Note that antisaccades to the left were defined as a
saccadic eye movement towards the left, and hence a target
located at the right side of the screen. The above procedure was
repeated for every participant, and PSTHs were averaged over
participants and all voxels in an activation cluster of interest.
fMRI and DTI of the Human Oculomotor System
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DTI image preprocessing. DTI image preprocessing was
performed with software developed in-house [34]. All subsequent
registration steps of fMRI activation images and fiber coordinates
as well as fiber selection with ROIs were done in matlab scripts
developed in-house using SPM5 Matlab functions, among others.
The DTI data set was simultaneously realigned to correct for
head motion and corrected for possible EPI distortions. The DTI
data set was corrected for such spatial distortions caused by
susceptibility artifacts by exploiting the fact that DTI was scanned
twice and with reversed phase encoding direction [35]. A robust
estimation of the diffusion tensors was obtained using M-
estimators [36] to limit the influence of possible outliers. From
the diffusion tensors an FA image was calculated [37]. The T1-
weighted structural scan was coregistered (using a rigid body
transformation and the normalized mutual information imple-
mentation of SPM5) to the diffusion-unweighted image (B0), and
therewith to the images containing the estimated diffusion tensors.
The T1-weighted image was segmented into white matter, gray
matter and cerebral spinal fluid using unified segmentation [29] in
SPM5. The normalization parameters (flow fields) resulting from
this algorithm were used to normalize the DTI fiber tracts to MNI
atlas space on a later stage of processing (see below). Furthermore,
the normalized T1 weighted structural scans were averaged over
all participants to create an image to overlay fMRI activations on
for display purposes, as it represents the true anatomical spatial
precision at the group level. Therefore, no clear sulci can be seen
in this average anatomical image, representing the somewhat
limited precision of the inter-subject anatomical match accom-
plished by most normalization procedures.
Fiber tracking. Fiber tracking was performed using an
implementation of the FACT [38] using in-house developed
software [34]. All possible fibers from every 26262m m
3 voxel to
each other voxel were tracked, resulting in a large series of
polygons (x,y,z coordinates) representing fiber tracts. The
following parameters were used: 8 seed points per voxel,
minimum FA=0.2, maximum angle=53 degrees and maximum
average angle with neighboring voxels=90 degrees. Then all
reconstructed tracts (i.e. the sets of x,y,z coordinates) were
normalized to MNI space. As described before the required
normalization parameters were derived from segmenting of the T1
weighted structural scan, that was coregistered with the tensor
images and hence the fiber tracts.
The complete set of DTI fibers per participant was subjected to
further processing steps as described below and depicted in the
results section on DTI. We first set out to isolate the fibers
connecting with the human caudate nucleus and putamen. To that
order, we manually segmented the left and right caudate nucleus
and putamen for each participant individually based on their
normalized T1 weighted scans using the ROI tools in Mricron
(http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/mricron). We also dilated these
ROIs with 2 mm. This prevented that fiber bundles diverging in
the vicinity of a target region, potentially leading to lower FA
values, result in a failure to detect fibers due to the minimum FA
criterium (0.2) mentioned above. Using these four masks, from the
complete set of fibers resulting from brute force tracking we
selected those fibers running through these masks and have a
fractional anisotropy (FA) lower than 0.3 at the intersecting
location. The latter FA criterion, on top of the brute force
fibertracking FA criterion mentioned above, implicates the fiber
terminates (or starts) at the putamen or caudate, as the diffusion at
that location is close to a minimum. Without the latter FA
criterion tracts running from the cortex to areas more inferior than
the striatum, but closely skimming the striatal surface, would be
counted as connected to the striatum, contaminating our selected
bundles. Each fiber in the four sets is then prolonged 3 times at
both ends by 2 mm per step, by taking the average direction of the
last 4 vectors of the fiber per step, resulting in an effective smooth
Table 1. Details on the observed clusters of activation for
contrasts from all three tasks are presented.
Area label MNI coordinates (x,y,z) Tmax #voxels
Task 1: event related anti vs prosaccades (Ct=14)
Left ‘antisaccade FEF’ 226 24 54 6.163 102
Right ‘antisaccade FEF’ 30 26 66 7.59 156
SEF left 281 05 0 5 . 8 4 6
SEF right 4 6 58 4.26 2
PUT left anterior 218 14 4 4.775 3
PUT right anterior 22 16 0 5.41 3
PUT right 22 22 6 5.41 6
CN left 216 281 8 4 . 8 3 6
CN right 10 221 4 4 . 3 4 2
Task 1: event related cue anti vs cue pro (Ct=13)
Left FEF 232 26 52 12.73 16
Right FEF 34 0 50 5.23 7
PUT right 22 16 2 5.67 10
PUT left 228 22 0 5.03 2
Task 2 (visual stimulation vs rest) (Ct=14)
SEF left 28 6 52 8.15 111
SEF right 8 12 40 6.84 102
FEF left1 238 26 52 5.72 30
FEF left2 252 0 38 6.42 54
FEF right 44 22 52 8.81 375
Task 3 (saccades in darkness vs. fixation) (Ct=17):
Left ‘lateral FEF’ 254 0 40 5.80 26
Right ‘lateral FEF’ 54 22 36 6.29 37
Left ‘medial FEF’ 238 214 44 4.68 6
Right ‘medial FEF’ 44 24 52 6.77 55
SEF left 24 24 64 10.12 50
SEF right 4 24 58 5.48 19
PUT left 226 22 0 7.18 104
PUT right 24 4 22 5.62 31
SC/SNpr/RN 4 228 210 6.60 23
Thalamus left 28 222 225 . 4 4 2
Thalamus right 10 218 4 5.49 14
From left to right, columns represent the label for each area as used throughout
the paper, the MNI coordinates of the voxel in each cluster with maximal T-value,
the maximum T-value and the number of voxels in each cluster. The contrast for
which the clusters are listed are named on top of each list of activations. At the
right side of each contrast name the minimum cluster size is given for a cluster to
be considered significant at the group level. That is, clusters with a lower cluster
size are statistical trends. Trends are presented for the sake of completeness, and
only discussed further when confirmed by significant findings from PSTH analysis
(see figure 5). The quoted regions ‘lateral and medial FEF’ and ‘antisaccade FEF’
are also referred to as such in the text and further explored in the PSTHs, and
where labeled such for sake of simplicity. Technically it is of course debatable
whether all regions could be considered part of a single human FEF region. In
general, when a label contains ‘FEF’ it is meant that it was located somewhere
along the precentral sulcus or premotor cortex. Abbreviations: FEF: frontal eye
fields, SEF: supplementary eye fields, PUT: putamen, CN: caudate nucleus, SC:
superior colliculus, SNpr: substantia nigra pars reticulata, RN: red nucleus.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029517.t001
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the gray matter of the cortex, as DTI fiber tracking tends to stop
closely before reaching gray matter due to decreasing FA. Finally,
fibers coming from a mask and running across the midsagittal
plane are cut at the midsagittal plane. The four resulting sets of
fibers for each mask (left and right caudate nucleus and putamen)
are saved to disk per participant.
With these sets of fibers we created a 3D group probability map
indicating the likelihood of a fiber from the left and right caudate
nucleus and putamen running through a certain location, to
determine whether a global pattern of connectivity exists with
certain parts of the cortex. That is, individual MNI space binary
maps (i.e. maps with 1 s and zeros) were first created for each of
the 4 bundles, by tagging every voxel in a 26262 grid over the
entire brain with 1 when a fiber from the MNI space bundle was
running through it. This created 4 binary maps per participant,
one for each ROI (left and right caudate nucleus and putamen).
These binary maps were subsequently dilated with 3 voxels (ie
6 mm) and smoothed with 4 mm FWHM, and then averaged over
participants to create a rough estimate of the probability of a
bundle running through a certain location.
Finally, with the four sets of fiber bundles originating in the left
and right caudate nucleus and putamen we determined the
likelihood at which clusters of fMRI activations observed in the
FEF and SEF are connected to the caudate nucleus or putamen
(see results for which clusters). These fMRI activation clusters were
determined individually per participant and task and saved to disk.
The individual clusters of activated voxels were dilated by 4 mm to
reflect some of the fiber tracking inaccuracies, and labeled
according to their vicinity to the group level peak activations as
presented in table 1. By doing so we could reliably isolate and label
individual locations of activation, that were still close enough to
the group results in the present paper. These individual areas of
activation were then used to track DTI fibers to. Finally, we
constructed ‘connectograms’ reflecting the probability of a
connection between each cortical fMRI cluster and the striatal
ROIs by simply counting how many participants (out of all)
showed any connection at all.
Results
Included participants
We could analyze all data for 12 out of the total of 13
participants. For one participant, the quality of the DTI data and
the fMRI data during task 2 and 3 was too low, mainly due to
excessive head movement. For this participant, we only used the
data from task 1 (event related pro and antisaccade task).
Therefore, in the results below the number of participants was
12 except for the results from task 1, where data from all 13
participants could be used.
fMRI
In figure 3 the activation maps for all three tasks are presented
for a representative participant, overlaid on slices from the
normalized anatomical scan of that participant. In the anterior
medial precentral sulcus a patch of activation (rendered in blue)
exhibits larger activation for anti as compared to prosaccades
during the event related task (task 1), extending deep into the
posterior portion of the superior frontal gyrus. Along the anterior
precentral sulcus a large patch of visual activation during fixation
(task 2) was observed, as well as in a separate cluster in the medial
wall of the cortex. It seemed to overlap with the smaller region
preferentially activating for antisaccades in task 1. Furthermore,
slightly posterior from the visual and anti saccade activation, a
clear patch of lateral and medial activation for saccades made in
darkness vs rest (task 3) can be observed bilaterally (rendered in red)
along the precentral sulcus and premotor cortex, and in a separate
region along the medial wall of the cortex (probably the human
SEF) slightly posterior from the visual activation from task 2.
Interestingly, the posterior putamen was clearly and bilaterally
activated for saccades in darkness. No such activation was
observed in the caudate nucleus.
At the group level similar observations were made (see figure 4),
implying that the individual activations depicted in figure 3 are
indeed representative for all scanned participants and the
population from which they were drawn. The labeled foci and
their MNI coordinates are presented in table 1. Along the
precentral sulcus and premotor cortex, the region where most
studies define the human FEF, lateral and medial bilateral clusters
are consistently observed for saccades in darkness. Again, visual
activation during fixation (task 2) was observed in a larger strip
slightly anterior from the activation for saccades in darkness (task
3). Slightly anterio-medial from the medial cluster activated for
saccades in darkness, a specific bilateral cluster that is more active
for anti as compared to prosaccades was observed, extending deep
into the junction of the precentral and superior frontal sulci. This
activation was largely overlapping with activation occurring for
visual stimulation during fixation (task 2), as can be seen in figure 4.
From all voxels along the precentral sulcus and medial wall (a
manually created mask was used encompassing these areas)
exhibiting activation that was larger for anti as compared to
prosaccades, 49% overlapped with voxels exhibiting activation for
visual stimulation during fixation (task 2). It should be noted that
the location of anti-saccade related activation is inferred from sulci
of an individual brain normalized to stereotactic MNI space (top
rows in figure 4). In an average of MNI normalized anatomical T1
weighted scans from the 13 current participants (as used in panels
in the lower rows of figure 4) the common precentral and superior
frontal sulci are hardly visible due to the current impossibility to
exactly match individual sulci during normalization. Still, the sulci
of the individual participants are close to the individual sulci
depicted in figure 4, and labeling of observed clusters of activation
should be reliable.
In the remainder of the results section and figures, the precentral
regions activated for saccades in darkness will be referred to as
‘lateral and medial FEF’ and the cluster more active for anti as
compared to prosaccades as ‘antisaccade FEF’. Note that this
labeling is only introduced for sake of simplicity and readability, and
not as a definitive functional subdivision. Technically it is of course
debatable whether all regions observed could be considered part of
a single human FEF region, especially whether the ‘lateral FEF’ can
be considered part of the human FEF (see discussion).
Along the medial wall of the cortex an area was bilaterally
activated for saccades in darkness, which could well be the human
homologue of the SEF region in non-human primates. In the
following we will refer to this area as the SEF.
Subcortically, in the putamen we observed a bilateral cluster of
activation for saccades in darkness. In the caudate nucleus, often
referred to as the ‘oculomotor striatum’ in non-human primates,
we found no significant activation for saccades in darkness.
Interestingly, in the anterior putamen we observed a bilateral
cluster (at the trend level) that is activated more for anti as
compared to prosaccades. Furthermore, a region in the midbrain
extending from the deep layers of the SC to the red nucleus,
periaquaductal gray and substantia nigra was activated during
saccades in darkness. Finally, bilateral activation for saccades in
darkness was observed at the trend level in the inferior bilateral
thalamus.
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focal than at the individual level. This is most likely due to the fact
that we scanned at a resolution that is relatively high for fMRI at
3T (26262m m
3, where 46464m m
3 is still common). As the
anatomical overlap between the participant’s brains is not perfect
due to limitations inherent to normalization procedures and due to
the fact that a perfect structure-function relationship does not exist
in a comparable fashion over participants, we might mainly have
observed the significant peak of functional representations that
overlapped for most participants.
The following activation clusters of connected voxels for the
group level contrasts described above were extracted as regions of
Figure 4. Group activation maps. Overview of group activation patterns (T-maps) for three tasks. The figure was split into panels A and B as
combining activation overlays obscured too much detail due to overlap. Panel A at the left shows event related anti vs prosaccade activation in blue
and saccades in darkness activation in red. Panel B at the right shows activation for visual stimulation vs rest in green and again for saccades in
darkness vs rest in red. Overlap is rendered in yellow. In the upper row of panel A and B group activation is rendered in 3D on top of a high-quality
individual (MNI normalized) skull stripped brain, only to indicate the location of activation with respect to the main sulci and gyri. In the right 3D
rendering in panels A and B the anterior upper right part of the brain is cut out to show activation in deeper sulci and along the medial wall of the
cortex. In the lower rows activation is overlaid on selected 2D slices through the T1 weighted normalized anatomical scan averaged over all
participants, providing a more realistic impression of anatomical precision after normalization. Slice MNI coordinates are given for each slice at the
upper right hand side (z-coordinate for axial slices, y for coronal and x for sagittal slices). Activation for all renderings is thresholded at T=3.5,
implying that also some stronger trends are displayed for the sake of completeness. See table 1 for an overview of statistics. Slices are displayed in
neurological convention (left=left). Labels are indicating regions of interest or sulci. Lateral and medial FEF (frontal eye fields): two foci activated
during saccades in darkness vs rest; antisaccade FEF: preferentially activated for antisaccades vs prosaccades (note that FEF label is only used for sake
of simplicity; lateral activations are probably not part of the human FEF homologue). SEF: supplementary eye fields; PUT: Putamen; CS: central sulcus;
SFS: superior frontal sulcus; CS: central sulcus.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029517.g004
Figure 3. Single participant activation maps. The activation patterns (T-maps) are presented for a representative participant. In the left column
(A), a coronal and 2 axial slices are shown with activation during saccades in darkness vs rest in red (task 3) and antisaccades as compared to
prosaccades in blue (task 1). In the right column (B) the same slices are shown again with activation for saccades in darkness vs rest in red (task 3) and
visual activation during fixation vs rest in green (task 2). Activation maps are overlaid on slices from the normalized anatomical scan of the same
subject. In the upper 2 slices activation in the FEF and SEF can be seen, and in the lower slice a zoomed in section of the striatum where saccade
activation is observed in the putamen. MNI coordinates of the slices is given in upper right hand side of each slice (y-coordinate for coronal slice, z-
coordinate for axial slices). Activation is thresholded at T=3.5. Slices are displayed in neurological convention (left=left). Labels: SFS: superior frontal
sulcus; CS: central sulcus; PUT: Putamen; CN: Caudate Nucleus.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029517.g003
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otherwise): left and right SEF, ‘lateral FEF’, ‘medial FEF’ and
putamen for saccades in darkness vs rest (task 3) and ‘antisaccade
FEF’ for anti vs prosaccades (task 1).
To further investigate the timecourse of BOLD activation
following target presentation in the event related task (task 1), we
computed peri-stimulus-time-histograms (PSTHs) for voxels in the
ROIs described before. PSTHs indicate the average BOLD
timecourse aligned at target stimulus onset and were computed
separately for leftward and rightward pro and antisaccades to
investigate lateralization with respect to saccade direction and
antisaccade preference. PSTHs were averaged over voxels within
each cluster of interest and over participants. Average PSTHs are
displayed in figure 5.
Clearly, PSTH amplitudes are larger for anti as compared to
prosaccades in most of the areas of interest, except the bilateral
putamen, the right ‘lateral FEF’ and left SEF. This was confirmed
with post-hoc t-tests on the PSTH values at the sample time point
around the peak of the PSTHs, averaged over all voxels in an ROI
and leftward and rightward saccades (all ROIs from figure 5
except the aforementioned tested significant at p,0.05). Note that
the left SEF exhibited larger responses for antisaccades at trend
level, T(12)=1.59;p=0.06. The difference between anti- and
prosaccades was largest in the ‘antisaccade FEF’, which is not
surprising as this region is selected from a statistical contrast
comparing anti with prosaccades. Interestingly, also the left lateral
FEF zone and right SEF exhibited a preference for antisaccades in
their PSTHs, which probably did not survive more stringent
statistical testing at the voxel level as was done in figure 4.
Furthermore, one can clearly see that the ‘antisaccade FEF’ shows
larger activation for antisaccades directed to the ipsilateral side,
that is, the PSTH amplitude is larger for leftward antisaccades in
the left ‘antisaccade FEF’ and larger for rightward saccades in the
right ‘antisaccade FEF’ ROI. This lateralization effect was tested
statistically for PSTH amplitudes at the 2
nd and 3
rd timepoint
(3.15 s and 5.25 s marker symbols in figure 5) as follows: the
difference between PSTH amplitudes for leftward and rightward
antisaccades in the left ‘antisaccade FEF’ was tested against the
difference between PSTH amplitudes for leftward and rightward
antisaccades in the right ‘antisaccade FEF’, using a 2-sampled t-
test. When this value is maximal, lateralization with respect to
antisaccade direction is maximal. This measure was found to be
significantly different for both timepoints (T(12)=3.78;p,0.005 at
3.15 s and T(12)=3.48;p,0.005 at 5.25 s) in the left ‘antisaccade
FEF’ and right ‘antisaccade FEF’ ROI pair. Such an effect was not
observed for any other ROI pair.
The putamen and right lateral FEF region activated for
saccades in darkness are the only areas where antisaccades did
not evoke larger responses than prosaccades, not even at the trend
level. However, in the putamen antisaccades appear to evoke
BOLD responses somewhat earlier than prosaccades, as can be
seen in figure 5. This was further investigated statistically. First,
indicative post-hoc t-tests comparing the PSTH level at the 2
nd
and 3
rd sample point (at the 3.15 s and 5.25 s markers in figure 5)
were performed. At the 3
rd sample point the PSTH peaks and its
rising flank occurs around the 2
nd sample point. PSTH amplitude
at the 2
nd sample point was significantly higher for antisaccades as
compared to prosaccades (T(12)=2.03;p,0.05; left and right
PUT were pooled), but at the 3
rd sample around the peak this was
not the case (T(12)=0.15). The latter is a first indication that the
rising flank of the PSTH occurs earlier for antisaccades. This
finding of earlier antisaccade activation in the putamen might very
well be caused by the task cue presented on average 3 s before the
onset of the peripheral target and saccade towards it. Namely, the
cue could give rise to increased activity for upcoming antisaccades,
thus implementing ‘preparatory set’. To further investigate where
cue-related effects are located, the activation induced by the cue
was also modeled and tested statistically at the voxel level. To this
end, a new GLM analysis was run as described in the methods
section. This analysis models cue related activation for anti and
prosaccade cues separately. The contrast between anti and
prosaccade cue induced activation was computed. Voxels testing
positive for this contrast indicate areas where the cue evoked larger
activation for anti as compared to prosaccades. As the onset of
peripheral targets themselves is also modeled, and hence signal
variations due to targets/saccades are explained, the voxels testing
positive for the latter contrast cannot be activated by temporally
overlapping saccade related responses rather than cue related
responses. The areas where cue evoked activation was larger for
antisaccades as compared to prosaccades are shown in figure 6,
peak activations and MNI coordinates given in table 1. Interest-
ingly, the left ‘antisaccade FEF’ activated significantly for anti as
compared to prosaccade cues, the right ‘antisaccade FEF’ and
parts of the left and right putamen at trend level. This trend was
clearest in the right putamen.
DTI fibertracts connecting the fronto-striatal oculomotor
network
DTI data was processed in several steps: putamen and caudate
nucleus masks were manually segmented in all participants, fibers
were tracked from these masks, and finally connections to FEF and
SEF subdivisions as determined with fMRI were counted (for
details see methods). Figure 7 shows representative results from
these steps. In panel A, the normalized fiber tracts originating
from the left and right putamen and caudate nucleus masks are
rendered for one participant together with orthogonal slices from
the normalized T1 weighted scan of the same participant. The
caudate nucleus and putamen masks are also shown. For this
participant it can be clearly seen that the caudate nucleus tends to
be connected to the medial-most parts of the entire anterior
cortex, from the central sulcus to the frontal cortex. The putamen
is connected to more lateral regions along the entire cortical sheet.
Panel B shows a 3D representation of the average probability
(over participants) for a voxel to be connected to the caudate
nucleus (in red) and putamen (in blue) or both (purple). It can be
seen that the observations for the single participant in panel A are
representative for the group of participants. That is, the caudate
nucleus is mainly connected to the medial part of the anterior half
of the cortex, and the putamen to a more lateral band spanning
the entire cortex.
For each participant we investigated which fibers from the four
bundles originating in the left and right putamen and caudate
nucleus were connected to the most important individual cortical
fMRI activation clusters : the precentral zones observed for
saccades in darkness (that is the ‘lateral FEF’ and ‘medial FEF’
taken together, dubbed ‘motor FEF’ in figure 7), the ‘antisaccade
FEF’ activating preferentially for antisaccades, and the SEF zone
activated for saccades in darkness. When there was at least one
fiber running between a striatal ROI (left and right caudate
nucleus and putamen) and a cortical activation cluster, it was
counted as connected for that participant. Note that the fMRI
activation clusters used as DTI seed were determined individually
for this analysis. See panel C for results for 1 participant: fibers
connecting the caudate nucleus and SEF are shown in the left
rendering and fibers connecting the putamen and antisaccade
zone in the FEF in the right rendering of panel C. The manually
segmented caudate nucleus and putamen are also shown.
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PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 10 January 2012 | Volume 7 | Issue 1 | e29517Figure 5. ROI activation timecourse. The average peri-stimulus-time-histograms (PSTHs; BOLD time courses) are shown for several ROIs: the
clusters activated for saccades in darkness vs rest in left and right precentral sulcus/premotor cortex (‘lateral and medial FEF’) and the left and right
putamen and SEF, and the left and right clusters in the FEF more active for anti as compared to prosaccades (‘antisaccade FEF’). The aforementioned
group activation patterns from which the ROIs were taken are depicted in figure 4. PSTHs were averaged over voxels in the ROIs and then
participants, and aligned at target stimulus onset. Saccade onset typically follows within 300 ms, therefore PSTHs aligned at saccade onset would
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were ‘connected’ at all. From panel D it can be seen that the
‘motor FEF’ zones activated for saccades in darkness were most
clearly connected to the putamen, and hardly to the caudate. The
‘antisaccade FEF’ was also preferably connected to the putamen,
but also exhibited connections to the caudate nucleus for a
considerable number of participants. The SEF was most clearly
connected to the caudate nucleus, but the number of participants
for which a connection with either the caudate nucleus or
putamen was observed at all was rather low. This is probably due
to the smaller size of the SEF activation as compared to the FEF,
and the particular location of the SEF near the medial wall. We
will therefore not quantitatively compare the connectivity of the
SEF with the striatum to connectivity of the FEF, as it would be
biased towards the FEF. Comparing connectivity of parts of the
FEF with the striatum is fair as their relative size is comparable, as
are its relative distances to both the caudate nucleus and putamen.
Discussion
In the present study, we used high resolution 3T fMRI and DTI
to investigate function and structure of the human fronto-basal
saccade network. First the human oculomotor areas around the
precentral sulcus (FEF), along the medial wall (SEF) and striatum
were investigated in detail by presenting visual stimuli during
fixation, self paced saccades in darkness and during a pro and
antisaccade task. Second, we investigated how the network was
interconnected using DTI fiber tracking. Finally, we determined
how this network reacts to a cue indicating the upcoming task, thus
implementing preparatory set.
In the cortex the oculomotor area along the precentral sulcus
(FEF) exhibited clear bilateral functional subdivisions for saccades
in darkness, anti saccades and visual stimulation. For saccades in
darkness, two small bilateral areas were observed along the lateral
premotor cortex and medial precentral sulcus. These activations
correspond well to the location of the FEF as observed for saccades
in darkness using PET [17]. This saccade related activation could
be related to the saccade neurons that can actually evoke saccades,
as reported for monkeys in the posterior FEF [3]. As can be seen in
figure 5, visually guided pro and antisaccades also evoked
activation in the medial and lateral clusters activated for saccades
in darkness, probably due to the motor component needed to
produce pro and antisaccades. It is important to note that
activation for saccades in darkness is located along the lateral
precentral sulcus and premotor cortex, and not the lateral
postcentral gyrus. Namely, it was recently observed that
proprioception signals from extraocular muscles is represented
along the lateral part of the human central sulcus [39], but clearly
more posterior than the activation for saccades in darkness
reported here.
Similar activation for saccades in darkness was also observed in
the medial wall of the cortex (human homologue of SEF). This
activation overlaps with an earlier study mapping SEF activation
in 6 individuals using saccades in darkness [40], observing the SEF
along the upper part of the paracentral sulcus. Our average SEF
coordinates are slightly (less than 1 cm) more anterior and
superior, and we consistently observed SEF bilaterally rather than
largely unilaterally as in Grosbras et al. (1999). Our SEF
coordinates also match well to the coordinates reported in a study
with 10 subjects using visually guided saccades [13]. The
aforementioned study used a design with multiple saccade
directions in rapid succession and compared activation to a
baseline rest epoch; study design and saccade frequency were
similar to our saccades in darkness task.
Slightly anterio-medial from the medial area along the
precentral sulcus activating for saccades in darkness, a bilateral
area preferentially activated for antisaccades was observed,
extending deep into the precentral sulcus and most posterior
portion of the superior frontal sulcus. This was the only region
showing lateralization with respect to saccade direction: activation
was larger for antisaccades directed ipsilaterally. No such
lateralization was observed for prosaccades. Slightly anterior of
the SEF area activated for saccades in darkness, a cluster
activating preferentially for antisaccades was observed as well
(trend). This spatial separation of antisaccade preferring areas
from areas activated for saccades in darkness near the precentral
sulcus (FEF) and the medial wall (SEF) has, to our knowledge, not
been reported before. When pooled over all voxels in the medial
FEF zone activated for saccades in darkness, there was a slightly
larger response for antisaccades as well (see figure 5), probably
because this zone is in close vicinity to and somewhat overlapping
with the region preferentially activated for antisaccades. This
difference between anti and prosaccades was not significant on the
voxel level within the region activated for saccades in darkness.
An extensive strip activating for visual stimulus presentation
during fixation was observed slightly anterior from the medial and
lateral precentral areas activated for saccades in darkness. This
visual activation pattern was largely overlapping with the more
have been largely identical. Data for the left hemisphere are given in the left panels and data for the right hemisphere in the right panels. In each
panel, average PSTHs are presented for pro and antisaccades (gray squares and black circles) to the left and right (solid and dashed lines with open
and solid symbols). The unit on the ordinate is global % signal change. The absolute magnitude of this unit is not directly meaningful and should not
be compared over regions, as averaging took place over different numbers of voxel per region and within different brain areas. Absolute BOLD
measures are known to vary considerably over regions. Differences between conditions within a region can be compared. Except the bilateral
putamen, the right ‘lateral FEF’ and left SEF, peak activation in all ROIs was significantly larger for antisaccades as compared to prosaccades (p,0.05).
The left SEF exhibited larger responses for antisaccades at trend level, T(12)=1.59;p=0.06. Further tests on single timepoints of interest are presented
in the text of the results section.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029517.g005
Figure 6. Cue evoked activation maps. Two axial slices with group
activation patterns (T-maps) for the second GLM analysis are shown
comparing antisaccade cue induced vs prosaccade cue induced
activation (from task 1) in blue. Data is overlaid on the T1 weighted
anatomical scan averaged over all participants. The z-coordinates (MNI
space) is given for each slice at the upper right hand side. Activation is
thresholded at T=3.5. Slices are displayed in neurological convention
(left=left).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029517.g006
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activation cluster was observed in the anterior SEF. Again, this
spatial separation of visually evoked activation from the activation
for saccades in darkness along a anterior-to-posterior axis near the
precentral sulcus and SEF has, to our knowledge, not been
reported before. The extensive overlap between the visual
activation for task 2 and the smaller area preferentially activated
for antisaccades in task 1 could implicate an overlap in function.
Namely, during active fixation saccades to the salient onset of a
target need to be suppressed, similar to when producing
antisaccades. Alternatively, the FEF is involved in controlling
shifts of visual attention towards peripheral stimuli [14], which
probably occurs during the fixation task as well as during the
antisaccade task. It is virtually impossible to prevent such shifts in
covert attention when peripheral stimuli appear during visual
fixation. At the very least, the FEF seem to contain posterior areas
activated for saccades in darkness, and anterior areas activated
during the presentation of visual stimuli, the inhibition of saccades
and/or visual attention shifts. Also note that is not possible here to
directly contrast visual activation from task 2 with event-related
anti or prosaccade activation from task 1 due to the different
presentation rates used in both taks (see methods section).
However, the location of activation in both tasks and the fact
that they overlap is meaningful with respect to underlying
function.
The area preferring antisaccades at the junction of the
precentral sulcus and superior frontal sulcus corresponds well
with other studies that defined the FEF as a region activated
during visually guided pro or antisaccades [10], [11], [12], [14],
[19], [16] as can be concluded from comparing the MNI space
coordinates reported in table 1 of the present study with the MNI
space coordinates in the aforementioned studies. It can be debated
whether the most lateral area activated for saccades in darkness is
still to be labeled FEF, as it is quite far from the junction of the
precentral and superior frontal sulci typically associated with
human FEF using visually guided saccades. However, it does
activate for saccades in darkness and slightly anterior of this lateral
saccade region visual activation was observed, similar to more
medial activation foci.
The different types of activation observed here along the
precentral sulcus and premotor cortex agree well with the visual,
movement and anticipatory neurons found in the monkey FEF
[41], [3]. Monkey visual FEF neurons also seem located slightly
anterior to saccade neurons in the anterior bank of the arcuate
sulcus [3], [42]. However, for monkeys this division is not clear cut
nor replicated by others, and based on only a few monkeys.
Larger activation for antisaccades in the entire FEF were also
reported in other human imaging studies [23], [20], [43], [11],
[19], [27], whereas we observed it in a smaller subdivision of the
FEF. This is probably due to the fact that we used a relatively high
acquisition resolution and improved spatial normalization tech-
niques providing a better match between the brain shapes of
individual participants and hence less blurring in activation maps
at the group level [29], [44].
Contrary to the reports on human FEF activation as measured
with fMRI, FEF neurons in monkeys are actually less active during
antisaccades than during prosaccades [7]. A recent study showed
that monkeys scanned with fMRI exhibit increased FEF activation
for antisaccades as well [45], implying that the discrepancy with
human FEF activation reports appeared to be related to
methodological differences between fMRI and extracellular single
cell recording rather than differences between species. The latter
report suggests that this can be explained by the fact that in the
FEF, fMRI BOLD reflects mostly activation due to the
metabolism of neuronal input to FEF neurons and FEF
interneurons, whereas single cell recordings are biased to the
larger pyramidal cells. Also note that others did not find overall
different activation in FEF neurons for pro- and antisaccades
towards singleton stimuli in a search array [46]. Congruent with
the above, one should always exert caution comparing magnitudes
and even the sign of neuronal activation as measured with fMRI
and single cell recording; BOLD fMRI and single neuron
recording are different but complementary measurements of brain
activation. BOLD is in general more sensitive to metabolic
processes occurring around synaptic transmission of neuronal
signals [47], [48], and single cell recording measures the action
potentials (‘spikes’) along the axon or soma.
Furthermore, we observed a preference for ipsiversive anti-
saccades (i.e. larger activation for leftward/rightward antisaccades
in the left/right FEF, see PSTHs in figure 5) in the antisaccade
zone along the medial precentral sulcus, whereas in monkeys FEF
saccade neurons prefer contraversive antisaccades [7]. This could
be explained by the aforementioned difference between fMRI and
electrophysiology: when antisaccades evoke larger responses in
BOLD fMRI, but the opposite in single cell recording, the
lateralization with respect to antisaccade direction is probably also
reversed. Therefore the lateralization observed here could imply
that the antisaccade zone suppresses the automatic prosaccade,
enabling a correct antisaccade. Alternatively, the presentation of
the target stimulus could explain why antisaccades evoke larger
BOLD responses and the preference for ipsiversive saccades. For
antisaccades the stimulus is in the opposite hemifield as the
direction of the saccade, and therefore ipsiversive antisaccade
preference could as well be contralateral visual preference, known
to exist in non-human primate visual FEF neurons [3].
Furthermore, the target stimulates the retina twice: before and
after a saccade. Therefore, the response to the presaccadic
contralateral stimulus in visuomotor FEF neurons with an
eccentric (i.e. non-foveal) receptive field superimposed with
activation caused by the same but even more eccentric
Figure 7. Step-wise results of DTI analysis. The subsequent steps in DTI fiber analysis are outlined in 4 panels. In panel A, the normalized fiber
tracts originating from the left and right putamen and caudate nucleus are rendered in blue for one participant together with orthogonal slices from
the normalized T1 weighted scan. The manually segmented ROIs for the caudate nucleus and putamen are also rendered in red. Panel B shows a 3D
representation of the average probability (over participants) for a voxel to be connected to the caudate nucleus (in red) or putamen (in blue) or both
(purple). In yellow the zones activated for antisaccades and in green the zone activated for saccades in darkness are rendered. For each participant, it
was then investigated which fibers from the 4 fiber bundles originating in the left and right putamen and caudate nucleus were connected to the
most important cortical fMRI activation clusters observed in 4. See panel C for example results from individual participants: fibers connecting the
caudate nucleus and SEF are shown in the left rendering, fibers connecting the putamen and antisaccade zone in the FEF in the right rendering, and
the lower left rendering shows fibers connecting the areas activated for saccades in darkness (‘lateral and medial FEF’) with the putamen. The
manually segmented caudate nucleus and putamen are also shown in yellow and green, respectively. Panels C is presented in order to illustrate the
fiber processing steps, and are not necessarily representative. Panel D shows for how many participants (out of 12) regions were connected at all. ‘FEF
motor’ refers to zones along the precentral sulcus activated for saccades in darkness (that is, ‘lateral FEF’ and ‘medial FEF’ taken together), ‘FEF anti’
refers to zones activated for antisaccades vs prosaccades. Line thickness also indicates the number of subjects with connections. The diagram is
overlayed onto a blurred slice from figure 4, only to roughly indicate the location.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029517.g007
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responses for antisaccades than prosaccades. Namely, for prosac-
cades presaccadic activation is eccentric and post-saccadic
activation foveal. The observed lateralization might therefore
have nothing to do with suppressing prosaccades. The latter
account for our results would also explain why another report
where the peripheral target was extinguished did observe a small
preference for contralateral antisaccades [19]. However, when the
stimuli in antisaccade trials resulted in ipsilateralized FEF
activation with respect to saccade direction in the present study,
one would then have expected FEF activation contralateralized
with respect to prosaccade direction, which we did not observe.
However, this could be a statistical power issue as prosaccade
activation in the FEF is generally smaller than antisaccade
activation. The current results therefore cannot clearly distinguish
between both explanations.
Finally, one would have expected contralateralized activation in
the FEF for prosaccades, as is known to exist in the monkey FEF
[4] and human FEF as revealed by electroencephalography [49].
Only some fMRI studies revealed a rather small preference for
contralateral (pro) saccade direction in the FEF [19], [15], [50],
whereas by far most fMRI studies investigating saccades do not
report the expected lateralization. Possibly, this difference is not
clear enough to pickup easily with BOLD fMRI. The most notable
exception is a recent study showing clear contralateralized maps
for saccade direction in a medial and lateral area along the
precentral sulcus [13], corresponding well to the two bilateral
zones of the FEF we observed here. Alternatively, several TMS
studies demonstrated that in controlling visual attention the
human FEF exhibits considerable hemispheric specialization [51],
[52], indicating that perhaps lateralization with respect to saccade
direction is also less strict than in monkeys.
In the basal ganglia, the bilateral putamen clearly activated for
saccades in darkness. At the trend level, the anterior putamen
activated preferentially for antisaccades. Interestingly, for anti-
saccades, activation in the putamen zone activating for saccades in
darkness seemed to lead prosaccade activation in time. A cluster in
the left medial precentral sulcus, near the ‘medial FEF’ antisaccade
area we observed, revealed larger activation following the pre-
target cue signaling antisaccade instructions as compared to
prosaccade instructions. Similar effects were observed in the right
FEF and anterior putamen at the trend level (see figure 6). This
‘preparatory set’ activation probably prepares the oculomotor
system to inhibit an automatic eye movement to the salient target,
and instead execute a volitional saccade to a region in space
dictated by the task. Two other studies using longer intervals
between the cue and the saccade target observed similar cue
induced effects in the FEF, where an antisaccade cue elicited
enhanced activation that remained elevated until the saccade was
made [20], [21]. In our study the cue-target interval was shorter
(3 s on average), but as this interval was jittered it will explain
variance in the BOLD signal independent of the overlapping
target evoked activation. Similar antisaccade cue activation has
been reported for the FEF in monkeys using single cell recordings
[7]. Recently in the monkey caudate nucleus [53] antisaccade cue
induced activation was observed, but to our knowledge the present
study is the first demonstrating antisaccade cue related activation
in the human striatum, indicating that the fronto-putamen
pathway plays a role in presetting the oculomotor system to
inhibit an automatic saccade and execute a volitional saccade
instead. Recently, it appeared that the human putamen is also
involved in presetting the skeletomotor system to inhibit a
prepared finger movement, indicating this function of the putamen
is not limited to the oculomotor system [54], [55], [56], [57].
Interestingly, in contrast to antisaccade cue related activation in
the putamen, cue related activation in FEF seems to remain
elevated (see figure 5) even after antisaccade execution. This might
imply that the FEF stay in some kind of ‘anti saccade’ setting even
after the anti saccade has been produced, whereas pathways
through the putamen signal whether an antisaccade is allowed or
not, and returns to baseline after the saccade is made. Further
research is needed to shed light on the underlying reason for this
discrepancy.
Other subcortical locations activating for saccades in darkness
include a region in the midbrain encompassing the deep layers of
the SC, the red nucleus, periaquaductal gray and substantia nigra.
The SC and substantia nigra are well known to be involved in
saccade generation in non-human primates [8], but activation
unambiguously related to saccade execution (and not visual
stimulation) is nevertheless reported in only very few human
functional imaging studies [10]. This is probably due to their small
size and the fact that cardiac and respiratory noise (which we
removed, see methods) are dominant around the midbrain. It is
hard to distinguish between the aforementioned closely spaced
midbrain areas, as due to inter group averaging and smoothing
fMRI activation patterns could have merged. Finally, bilateral
activation for saccades in darkness was observed at the trend level
in the inferior bilateral thalamus. The thalamus also is a node in
the recurrent fronto-striatal circuits controlling eye movements,
relaying processed signals back to the FEF [8].
DTI fiber tracking revealed that the caudate nucleus is
preferably connected to the fronto-medial cortex, and the
putamen to a more lateral band spanning the entire cortex, as
has been observed before [58]. The zones along the precentral
sulcus found to be activated for saccades in darkness were
connected preferably to the putamen, and the antisaccade zones
both to the putamen and caudate nucleus with a clear preference
for the putamen. Note that we will not further compare SEF with
FEF connectivity as this comparison might be overly biased by
their size and location on the cortical sheet. In fact, we could not
establish much connectivity between the SEF and any of the
regions of interest in the striatum. The pattern of connectivity
between the striatum and the FEF observe here is in agreement
with the observed fMRI activation for saccades in darkness in the
putamen but not in the caudate nucleus. Furthermore, the human
premotor cortex, in close proximity to the FEF, is also primarily
connected to the putamen [59]. This pattern is clearly in
disagreement with single cell studies performed on macaque
monkeys [8], considering the caudate nucleus the ‘oculomotor
striatum’. The putamen is generally considered the ‘skeletomotor
striatum’ [9], [60], regulating responses for bodily movements
other than eye movements. However, besides the present study
two other human imaging studies investigating saccades while
obtaining PET [17] and 7T fMRI data [25] also observed
activation mainly in the putamen but not caudate nucleus. Other
studies using different eye movement paradigms observed, among
other activated areas, clear fMRI activation in the putamen as well
[22], [23], [24]. Interestingly, a study investiging 9 patients with
bilateral lesions to the putamen observed an increase in saccade
errors and accuracy for memory guided saccades and self paced
saccade sequences (comparable to our task using self-paced
saccades in darkness), but for visually guided pro or anti saccades
no differences in latency or the amount of errors was observed in
comparison to matched healthy control subjects [61].
The human caudate nucleus has been found to play a role in
eye movement control [10], [62]. This doesn’t seem to be related,
however, to pure saccade execution or even preparatory set, but
rather seems to signal a change in preparatory set over time [26].
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as in the present study, the putamen isclearlymoreinvolved than the
caudate nucleus, and hence the term ‘oculumotor striatum’ for the
human caudate nucleus as well as ‘skeletomotor striatum’ for the
putamen should be reconsidered. From the present study and other
published reports it seems that both parts of the striatum, the caudate
nucleus and the putamen, are not so much subdivided according to
which effector is controlled (e.g. the eye or arm/hand), as was
previously assumed. Rather, the amount of executive control one has
over a planned movement seems to determine whether the caudate
nucleus or putamen is involved, regardless of the effector that is used.
That is, when one has to pre-plan, inhibit or initiate movements or
movement sequences, the putamen is involved, and when online
executive control or a change in stimulus-responsesetting is required,
the caudate nucleus seems more involved. Some authors favored
similar accounts of the function of the caudate nucleus and putamen
based on their findings [23], [63]. In general, it is nowadays accepted
that the structural and functional organization of the striatum follows
a rostro-caudal and dorso-ventral gradient [64]. The rostro-ventral
striatum is primarily connected to the medial frontal, orbitofrontal
and lateral frontal cortex, subserving functions as reward anticipa-
tion, whereas caudo-dorsal striatum receives inputs mainly from the
premotor,motor,and parietal cortex, suggesting an important rolein
motor control in general. We suggest a further functional subdivision
within the caudo-dorsal striatum with respectto the level of executive
control over movements that an actor has, as describe before. Note
that it is very well possible that this distinction also translates to
behavioral control of functions other than the motor system. For
example, language and memory are also strongly associated with
caudate function [65], [66].
The current findings and the latter inferred scheme for striatal
functional subdivisions could imply that the human oculomotor
control network is organized fundamentally different as in non-
human primates regarding striatal control signals. Alternatively,
the oculomotor functions of the monkey putamen might not have
been thoroughly investigated using single cell recording, as
planned electrode sites are often chosen based on previous reports
that most likely indicated the caudate nucleus as an area of interest
for oculomotor function. Actually, studies injecting anterograde
tracersinmonkeyFEFneuronsasidentifiedbysinglecellstimulation
evoking saccades, observed partial putamen labeling, besides clear
labeling in the caudate nucleus [67]. Therefore, a bias in monkey
oculomotor studies of the striatum seems a more likely explanation
why our findings differ from what was reported for monkeys.
The present study is to our knowledge one of the first
investigating visual, saccade and preparatory functions and the
anatomical connectivity of the human oculomotor system at this
level of spatial detail within a single study. The functionally different
oculomotor and visual subdivisions along the precentral sulcus and
premotor cortex could together be considered the human ‘FEF
complex’. The distinction between functional subregions of the
human FEF complex as observed here can serve to disambiguate
discussions about the human FEF homologue in future studies.
Most aspects of the human ‘FEF complex’ are resembling findings
from non-human primates, whereas human cortico-striatal ana-
tomical connectivity and striatal activation patterns exhibit
important discrepancies with the prevailing animal model of
cortico-basal oculomotor control networks. This could be due to
differences in the organization of fronto-striatal networks between
humans and monkeys, or to the fact that investigations in monkeys
are biased to the caudate nucleus.
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